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Hosemann k & Bagchi S N. Direct analysis of diffraction by matter.
Amsterdam. The Netherlands: North-Holland, 1962. 734 p.
[Fritz-Haber-Inst., Max-Planck-Gesellschaft. Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany and
Calcutta Univ., India]
The monograph presents the theory of diffraction established by using ‘function algebra” for the analysisof data on noncrystalline matter, Preceding
it, the
1
theory of paracrystals was published based on a
mathematical formulation using the concepts of reciprocal space of PP. Ewald and the interrelations of
the three principal theories of structure: crystals, of
(1) Laue and Bragg; and liquids, of (2) Zernike-Prins
and of 131 Debye, Guinier, and Warren. A harmonic
synthesis was obtained applicable to the quantitative
analysis of diffraction data of lattice defects, which
for the structure of noncrystalhne matter led to the formulation of microparactystals. [The Sd® indicates
that this book has been cited in over 775
publications.]

the quantitative analysis of lattice defects byditfrac(ion data would open up “eine neue Wissenschaft”
der “Zwischenkörper zwischen kristallinem und
amorphem Zustand” JEditor’s note: a new science
of intermediate condition between the crystalline
and amorphous states]. The foundation of one-dimensional paracrystals formulated with convolution
polynoms and products was presented by him.
The book develops systematically the mathematical basis for the structure of noncrystalline matter
based, at that time, on the application of Fraunhofer
patterns to models. Their application to real cases
came later, demonstrating the way to obtain straight-

forward informationon microparacrystals by quantitatively studying the distorted reflections. In due

course the concepts of microparacrystals were applicable not only to polymers but also in general to
other noncrystalline
3 matter, for instance, topromoted iron catalysts.
Microparacrystals Consist of lattice bricks of different sizes. Each of them has statistically the same
a priori environment as neighbour bricks. A practical
Lattice Defects and Microparacrystals
example is the three-dimensional
paracrystalline
4
structures of Si0 glass published in 1984. We
2
found
a
new
member
for
the
free
enthalpy,
the “tanRoIf Hosemann
3
gential enthalpy,” which for microparacrystals
of N
Gruppe Parakristallforschung
4
Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung
bricks is proportional to N4 and determines the
und Prufung
eaujlibrium state of all noncrystalline matter
D-1000 Berlin 37
= an = = 0.15. This a’°law, the tangential
Federal Republic of Germany
enthãlpy, and the structure of the microparacrystals
are the first witness of the conviction of “neue
and
Wissenschaft” of von [aue.
SN. Bagchi
The frequent citation might be indicative of the
Loyola College
need for a mathematical basis for the description of
Montreal, Quebec
noncrystalline matter, which at that time was underCanada
taken for the first time by me as a physicist. Having
January 26, 1990 dedicated some years to studies in radioactivity (with
G. v. Hevesy), cosmic radiation (with H. Geiger), and
Of importance in the development of theory for (he small angle scattering by acetylcellulose (with
three-dimensional structures is the concept of recip- R. Glocker), I felt the lack of a mathematical founrocal space formulated by P.P. Ewald, FRS (perhaps dation for colfoid sciences and undertook its realmore correctly “Founder of Reciprocal Space”!) with isation, stimulated by H. Staudinger and P.H. Herwhom I got acquainted in 1937. It is only with the mans. Today, the mathematical theory of paracryshelp of the concept of reciprocal space that the tals offers the framework for (he quantitative demathematical background of noncrystalline matter scription of the various forms of noncrystalline matter such as colloids, polymers, glasses, and other surcould be constructed.
Max von Laue invited me in 1950 to givea lecture face active or catalytical
solids. As was pointed out
5
on our theory of paracrystals before the Physical So- by M. Pfender, it took a long time to arrive at this
point.
Unfortunately,
with
my retirement in 1980,
ciety to an audience of illustrious scientists gathered
at Gottingen after the war. This was decisive for the the paracrystal research at the Max Planck Institut
new description of semi- and noncrystalline states was discontinued, although M. Hentschel, A. Lange,
of condensed matter presented, and with a hand- and some others continue work in the establishment
shake I was invited by von Laue to Berlin to found of the Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung, Berlin.
the Department of Paracrystal2 Research. Later,, in G. Hinrichsen of the Technical University of Berlin
1960, he expressed in his book the conviction that deserves credit for drawing attention to this work.
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